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Abstract
Recent advances in silicon processing and microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) have made possible the
production of very large numbers of very small components at very low cost in massively parallel batches. Assembly, in contrast, remains a mostly serial (i.e., nonbatch) technique. In this paper, we argue that massively
parallel selfassembly of microparts will be a crucial enabling technology for future complex microsystems. As a
specific approach, we present a technique for assembly
of multiple batches of microparts based on capillary
forces and controlled modulation of surface hydrophobicity. We derive a simplified model that gives rise to
geometric algorithms for predicting assembly forces and
for guiding the design optimization of selfassembling
microparts. Promising initial results from theory and
experiments and challenging open problems are presented to lay a foundation for general models and algorithms for selfassembly.
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ceived much attention. Other important application areas
of MEMS are gene analysis chips and biomedical
microdevices [8, 9].
As the above examples show, complex heterogeneous
microsystems that integrate sensing, actuation, computation, and communication in millimeter-sized volumes
have become possible, inspiring concepts such as “ubiquitous or invisible computing” [10] and “smart dust”
[11]. The former promises connectivity to computing and
networking infrastructure at virtually any time and place.
The latter envisions networks of sensing and processing
“motes” that provide detailed and distributed information
from virtually anywhere. The underlying idea in both
cases is the extensive use of inconspicuous devices embedded in the surroundings. Possible applications include
navigation and guidance systems, sensors embedded in
the structural material of buildings or engines for early
failure detection, or microsensors delivered from airplanes for reconnaissance.
Two features distinguish these systems from a conventional computing infrastructure:
•

The combination and integration of computation
with a “physical” aspect (sensing, actuation, data
transmission) in self-contained microsystems.

•

The distributed, massively parallel architecture with
extremely large numbers of individual units.

Introduction

The production of silicon integrated circuits (ICs), with
its capability of massively parallel batch fabrication and
ever-increasing miniaturization, has been a key ingredient for the success of information technology. As a byproduct, the microelectronics industry has created a vast
collection of sophisticated tools and techniques to master
the production of immensely complex circuits at the micro scale (approximately 10-3 – 10-6 m).
For more than a decade, these tools have been increasingly employed in novel ways to build microdevices that
are partially or completely non-electronic, giving rise to
the field of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS).
Early successes were integrated pressure sensors, microfabricated print heads [1], accelerometers, and air bag
sensors [2]. In the past years, micromechanical components for wireless transceivers (see, e.g., [3, 4]), micro
filters and switches for all-optical networks [5], and display chips for digital projection systems [6, 7] have re-

To realize any of these systems, major challenges must
be solved, including novel communications protocols,
control strategies, supply of power, and the mass production of complex heterogeneous microsystems that integrate sensing, actuation, computation, and communications capabilities.
This paper focuses on the last item. Here, the challenge
is the production of very large numbers of heterogeneous
microsystems. Part numbers in the millions or billions
may be desirable. E.g., an envisioned HTDV display
made of pixels that are applied to a surface via a “smart
paint” would require many millions of units. Each pixel
would include a light modulator, a transceiver, and signal
processing circuitry.
We pose the question: What techniques can be devised

that can achieve efficient assembly of microscale components, and that can be scaled up to millions or billions of
parts?

Whitesides’ work to demonstrate fluidic selfassembly of
micro mirror arrays with sub-micron alignment precision
[30, 31].

Conventional pick-and-place assembly techniques are
not applicable for this scenario. Instead, an approach that
allows massive parallelism and open-loop control is favorable [12]. Thus, our goal is parallel micro selfassembly.

This paper makes an attempt to combine some of the key
results from this broad and diverse body of research. We
combine strategies based on the theory of sensorless manipulation and the batch MEMS fabrication processes
with the goal to obtain a generic, widely applicable approach to parallel selfassembly.

The next section discusses prior work related to selfassembly. Section 3 outlines a specific approach to microselfassembly. Its technical details and experiments are
presented in Section 4, and a computational model is
given in Section 5. The last sections outline initial work
on algorithms for automated design optimization of selfassembling microstructures and currently open problems.
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Related Work

3

Approach

The desired selfassembly process is summarized in Figure 1. Multiple batches, each consisting of a large number of identical parts, are applied in sequence. These
parts collect at binding sites on a substrate in the desired
arrangement without sensor feedback and in parallel. For
each batch, a different set of binding sites is activated.

The goal of obtaining complex assemblies in a selforganizing process might, at first sight, seem ludicrous.
However, all chemical compounds, and all life on Earth
can be considered the product of selfassembly processes.
Researchers in robotics and assembly automation have
made various attempts towards employing selfassembly
strategies, including early work by von Neumann and
Penrose on self-organizing “assemblers” [13, 14],
“shake-and-make” assemblies by Moncevicz et al. [15],
and mechanical catalysts for selfassembly by Hosokawa
et al. [16]. Arguably the most successful system in this
category so far is SONY’s APOS, which uses vibrating
trays with shape-matching cutouts to position parts accurately during parts feeding [17].
By definition, selfassembly succeeds open-loop, i.e.,
without control via sensor feedback. Sensorless manipulation has been studied since Erdmann and Mason’s traytilting parts feeder [18] and has been extended to parallel
jaw grippers [19], conveyor belts [20], and actuator arrays at the macro and micro scale (e.g., [21-24]).
Important innovations inspired from chemistry were introduced by Whitesides and co-workers who used selfassembly driven by capillary forces and hydrophobic/hydrophilic surface interactions for simple electrical
circuits [25], and recently, for 3-dimensional electronic
networks [26].
In the field of MEMS, Cohn et al. [27] discussed various
techniques for parallel selfassembly, and he described a
first (optimistic) analysis of expected yield and assembly
time based solely on thermodynamic analogies [28]. Yeh
and Smith demonstrated selfassembly of pyramidal silicon blocks in shape-matching substrates [29] (in analogy
to APOS at the micro scale, this technique is currently
employed for SmartCards displays). Srinivasan built on
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Figure 1: Multi-batch selfassembly process (conceptual drawing). In each batch, large numbers of identical parts (e.g., electronic, mechanical, and optical components) settle in parallel
at predetermined binding sites on a substrate surface.
Hydrophobic area

Lubricant

Figure 2: Hydrophobic sites on the part and the substrate
cause an oil-based lubricant to form a liquid meniscus. This
meniscus gives rise to the capillary forces that drive fluidic
selfassembly. Note that the setup is submerged in water.

Two key questions in the realization of a selfassembly
process are: (1) What is the driving force for selfassembly? (2) How can a specific assembly state be achieved?
We give brief, intuitive answers in this section. The remainder of this paper will explore these issues in more
detail. Note that these two questions address, respectively, the dynamics and the statics of the selfassembly
process.

Binding sites. During selfassembly, microparts mate
one-to-one with specific binding sites on the substrate.
For multi-batch selfassembly processes, these sites must
be programmable, i.e., they must permit to be activated
and deactivated in a controlled manner.
Driving force. This force brings parts into alignment
with their binding site on the substrate. In analogy with
thermodynamics, the reduction of entropy during selfassembly requires work, which can be obtained by reduction of the system’s potential energy. Our approach,
building on [32, 33], uses capillary forces of a liquid
meniscus between two hydrophobic sites in an aqueous
solution (Figure 2).
Assembly configuration. The selfassembly process
ceases once the system reaches a stable equilibrium state.
Therefore, the ideal selfassembly system should be designed such that the desired assembly configuration corresponds to a unique global energy minimum, and no
other local energy minima exist. Under these conditions,
selfassembly represents a gradient-following descent in a
physical potential field.
Since a system with only one energy minimum may be
difficult to realize, local minima may be acceptable if
sufficient energy can be induced to “escape” these minima, for example by random agitation. Then, selfassembly denotes an annealing process. In our system, the design of the hydrophobic binding sites determines the final assembly configuration. In Figure 2, for example, the
part settles on top of the hydrophobic binding site once
the capillary forces of the lubricant are in stable equilibrium.

4

Selfassembly Process

Our goal is to assemble multiple batches of microfabricated parts (size approximately 10µm – 1mm) onto a
silicon wafer substrate. The liquid meniscus between
hydrophobic surfaces creates the driving force for our
assembly approach. The binding sites consist of lithographically patterned mating gold regions (“binding
sites”) coated with a hydrophobic alkanethiol selfassembled monolayer (SAM) on both substrate and parts. The
SAM can be removed from gold by electrochemical reductive desorption, i.e., CH3(CH2)nSAu + e– → Au +
CH3(CH2)nS– [34, 35]. Thus, the driving force can be
eliminated by selectively applying a voltage bias to certain sites, which turns the gold surfaces hydrophilic. No
assembly will occur in the gold regions where the SAM
desorption has taken place.
Experiments: The selfassembly process consists of the
following steps (see Figures 2 – 4):
•

Fabrication of parts and substrate;

•

SAM formation on gold surfaces of the substrate and
the parts;

•

desorption of SAMs from selected regions on the
substrate;

•

assembly of parts to the substrate sites only where
no desorption has taken place.

In the last step, a hydrocarbon-based lubricant reduces
friction, creates the capillary forces, and thus produces
alignment between parts and substrate.
Selfassembly process details: The substrates were prepared by sputtering Cr/Au on an oxidized (100) Si wafer.
The wafer was patterned with electrically isolated gold
regions in a lift-off process. Then spin-on glass was patterned by photolithography and reactive ion etching
(RIE) until gold squares were exposed. Test parts with
sputtered Cr/Au were used. SAMs were formed on gold
by immersing the substrates and the parts in 1mM ethanolic alkanethiol solution.
Hydrophilic: Hydrophobic:
no lubricant
lubricant

(a)

1mm

No lubricant: Lubricant:
no assembly assembly

(b)

1mm

Figure 3: (a) Substrate with binding sites (square openings in
transparent glass film) after selective SAM desorption. The
lubricant wets only the gold squares in the right column where
the SAM is still present. (b) After the first assembly step, parts
are assembled only to gold patterns with adsorbed SAM and
lubricant. The result after the second assembly step is shown in
Figure 4.

After desorption, a hydrocarbon lubricant was spread on
the substrate, which was then immersed in water. The
lubricant wets only the SAM-coated hydrophobic binding sites. The differences between the gold regions with
and without SAM desorption are readily seen in Figure
3a. Assembly takes place exclusively on the hydrophobic
areas with lubricant. The parts were added into the water
and attracted to the gold regions with the lubricant (Figure 3b). The lubricant, polymerized with heat, permanently bonded the parts to their sites. A second assembly
step has been achieved by repeating the SAM formation
and the assembly process. Figure 4 shows a finished twostep assembly. More details on this process can be found
in [36].
The two-step selfassembly process was performed with

two different sets of 1mm2 chiplets. Other selfassembly
experiments employed commercially available LED’s
and demonstrated establishing of electrical connections
[36].
In principle, the process cycle of SAM adsorption, selective desorption, and controlled selfassembly can be repeated multiple times to build up increasingly complex,
heterogeneous microsystems.

suited as an evaluation subroutine during the analysis
and design optimization of a selfassembly system.
A greatly simplified model was introduced recently for a
liquid meniscus between two hydrophobic binding sites
in close proximity in an aqueous environment [38]. Here
we present a concise, more rigorous derivation of this
model.
Consider again the setup described in Figure 2, which is
shown in more detail in Figure 5. We are interested in
the force generated by such a system that is acting on the
part.

Top
view

Lubricant

Part

Substrate

l

Figure 4: Side view of multi-batch selfassembly. Foreground:
1mm2 diced silicon chips (thickness approximately 0.5mm;
unpolished backside is visible). Background: thin surface micromachined chiplets.
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Modeling

This section investigates the forces that drive the selfassembly process and discusses a simple, computational
model of capillary action. The purpose of this model is to
guide the design and simulation of selfassembling systems.
Surface energy: Surface chemistry states that every interface between two liquids (or solids) has associated a
surface energy. This energy derives from the ordered
arrangement of molecules along the boundary layer and
is responsible for phenomena such as surface tension,
capillary action, and hydrophobicity. Thus, this energy is
proportional to surface area; the energetically favorable
state corresponds to a minimization of interfacial area
(which can be observed as “surface tension”). Between
water and the hydrocarbon lubricant used in our experiments, for example, this surface energy amounts to approximately γ=52 mJ/m2 [33].
Sophisticated tools exist to model interfacial forces, and
to give accurate estimates for the three-dimensional
shape of fluid interfaces, contact angles, or droplet sizes
(e.g., Surface Evolver [37]). However, these tools usually are based on finite element methods (FEM) and
therefore computationally expensive. Thus, they are ill-

Figure 5: Top and side view of a part during fluidic selfassembly. A thin liquid film (lubricant) between the hydrophobic binding sites causes the part to align with the substrate site
due to capillary forces.

It is convenient to derive this force from a straightforward energy argument. Let W be the interfacial energy of
the system, and let us assume that W dominates the kinetic and potential energies of the part (this is a safe assumption for parts of less than 1mm3 volume in an environment with high viscous damping [39]). The general
relationship between energy W and force F is given by
dW = –F dx. It follows that F is proportional to the gradient in surface energy, and thus, proportional to the
change in surface area of the liquid film as a function of
a displacement dx.
The precise shape of the interfacial surface can be quite
complicated. However, as can be seen in Figure 5, we
can approximate this area from the projection of the interfacial surface onto the substrate plane. The error from
this projection can be estimated by a factor ε =
2
2
¥ d /dx ). In our system, d is at most tens of micrometers, while the displacement dx is up to l § 1mm. Thus, ε

usually lies below a few percent (but with larger errors if
dx < d). These values are in good accordance with estimates derived from FEM analysis [40]. We conclude that
as long as the separation between the binding sites is
small compared to their lateral size, the projected area is
a good approximation for the actual size of the interfacial
surface.
Model: Let S and P be the substrate and part binding
sites, respectively. The lubricant meniscus occupies a
volume that, when projected onto the substrate plane, is
given by S ∪ P (this assumes that S and P are not completely non-adjacent). Then, the projected surface M of
the lubricant meniscus is (S – S∩P) and (P – S∩P), and
its area can be calculated as
M = |S – S∩P| + |P – S∩P| = |S| + |P| – 2|S∩P|.

(*)

Interpretation: It follows from Equation (*) that the
surface energy W is proportional to M = |S| + |P| –
2|S∩P|. W is zero when S and P coincide perfectly. If S
and P are non-adjacent, the model calculates the interfacial areas of the individual binding sites S and P. In general, W is given by
W = γ M = γ (|S| + |P| – 2|S∩P|)

A(x,y,θ) can be calculated efficiently by the twodimensional convolution of S and P. We call A(x,y,θ) the
area overlap function.
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Binding Site Design Optimization

The design of optimal binding sites for selfassembly is
an important and challenging topic. Specifically, we
want to determine which part and substrate binding sites
ensure the highest yield and the best alignment accuracy.
Since sites are usually patterned by lithography from
CAD-generated masks, virtually any two-dimensional
design can be implemented. We believe that the model
described in the previous section is simple yet accurate
enough to provide the basis for powerful computational
design tools. Work in this area is still at an early stage; in
the following paragraphs we briefly outline specific
problems and possible approaches for algorithmic solutions.
θ = 0°
Substrate
Part
Orientation

(**)

with the proportionality factor γ (interfacial energy coefficient).
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Figure 7: A design for part and substrate binding sites that
exhibits only one clear global maximum. Top: Optimal alignment at 0° rotation. Bottom: lower global maximum no local
maxima at 200° rotation. Design by A. Vaidya, N. Jacobson,
and C. Tom.
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Figure 6: Surface overlap between two equal-sized squares
plotted as a function of translation in x and y direction. (a)
Perfect alignment between binding sites. (b) Overlap function
for S and P at 45° misalignment. (c) Overlap A (maximized
over all translations in x and y) plotted as function of rotation
θ.

Implementation: W in Equation (**) can be broken up
into a constant W0 = γ (|S| + |P|) and a factor W’ = –2γ
|S∩P|. Thus, W’ is proportional to the area overlap A =
|S∩P| between S and P, which is a function of the relative position and orientation of P with respect to S.

6.1
Binding Sites for Unique Part Orientation
The design of sites that permit only one unique orientation (e.g., for selfassembly of diodes) is of particular
interest. In [38], several candidate designs were investigated in simulation and experiment. However, no design
with a unique selfassembly state was found. Figure 7
shows an empirically determined part design, for which
simulations show only one clear global maximum for all
translations and rotations (x,y,θ). However, a rigorous
(non-) existence proof of designs for unique selfassembly
is still pending.
6.2
Binding Sites for Given Part Designs
Often, an independent manufacturer will provide the
microparts, and only the substrate binding site designs
can be chosen freely.

Site design by exhaustive search. Site designs and motion in (x,y,θ) direction can be discretized to compute
the overlap function A(x,y,θ), and to detect unwanted
local maxima in A. A systematic search through the entire design space can then select the optimal site design.
This algorithm is demonstrated here for the simple case
of one-dimensional binding sites (generalization to 2
dimensions and 3 degrees of freedom is straightforward
but computationally expensive). Figure 8 shows an example site consisting of 2 hydrophobic regions (dark
pixels). The algorithm generates all possible binding
sites and computes the overlap function. All 9 site designs whose overlap functions have a unique global
maximum (and no local minima) are listed, in descending order of maximum area overlap. Complexity of this
algorithm is exponential in the resolution of the discretization.
It is interesting to note that none of the listed binding
sites are exact mirror images of the part design. It is easy
to see that such a site would produce local minima in the
overlap function.
Another interesting observation is the fact that while the
topmost binding site (the continuous hydrophobic site)
results in the highest area overlap, it also produces plateaus in the overlap function. This may reduce the speed
or yield of the selfassembly process, since the corresponding driving force for these configurations is zero.
Other binding site designs listed below exhibit fewer
plateaus.
Probabilistic design approach. To improve the ex-

(a) Binding sites

pected running time of this algorithm, probabilistic
search methods [41] could be employed to generate binding site designs, e.g. with genetic algorithms.
Site design via Fourier transform. We are currently
studying the problem of designing a substrate site for a
given part shape directly via the Fourier transform of the
part design. We generate a desired energy function w
with only one global minimum that corresponds to the
desired assembly state. The part shape is represented by
a function p(x,y) that is 1 inside and 0 outside the part.
We then calculate the Fourier transform of w and p, W
and P, and calculate S = W/P, the pointwise division of
W and P in the frequency domain. The inverse Fourier
transform s of S then gives us a design for the substrate
binding site.
Potential problems of this approach include that w is not
uniquely defined, and that s needs to map into {0,1}. To
circumvent these difficulties, we can a priori constrain
the functions p and s to rectangular unit impulses, and
thus, w to triangular impulses. Both rectangular and triangular impulses have simple representations in the frequency domain. However, a general problem with design
methods based on the Fourier transform appears to be the
fact that constraints such as ‘w(x,y) must not have local
minima’ have no simple representation in the frequency
domain.

7

Conclusions

We believe that parallel micro selfassembly is feasible
and essential for the production of complex heterogeneous microsystems.

(b) Overlap functions

Figure 8: Part design and complete list of automatically generated binding sites for unique one-dimensional self-assembly. (a)
The given part design is shown on top, with hydrophobic areas shown red (dark). 9 possible mating binding sites are shown
below, with hydrophobic areas shown in blue (dark). (b) Overlap functions corresponding to each binding site design. All
functions exhibit a unique global maximum and no local minima.

In this paper, we have demonstrated a technique for
multi-batch, parallel micro selfassembly based on capillary forces and electrochemical modulation of surface
hydrophobicity. It is envisioned that future microfabrication facilities will include a microassembly station where
fluidic (and other) selfassembly is routinely performed as
one of the production steps [42]. Current research focuses on improvement and generalization of our selfassembly technique for generic parts including standard
surface mount devices, and on efficient techniques to
establish electrical connections to the assembled parts.
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